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It is a state-wide mediation process available

through each AEA.

Started March 2000

Iowa has 11 AEAs and each AEA has a contact person.

SEA assists with having state-wide system.





Iowa DE will pay 
for AEAs or 

LEAs to receive 
training:

Introductory Mediation (4 Days)

Advanced Mediation (4 Days)
Advanced Mediation Part II (2 Days)

Refresher Courses (1-2 Days)

Creating Solutions: Skills to Effectively
Resolve Differences Between Parents and 

Educators (1-2 days)



RESPECT Training
(Recognizing Everyone’s Strengths by 
Peacebuilding, Empathizing, Communicating 
and Trustbuilding)

This is for members of IEP teams.



600 people in Iowa completed 
mediation training





The State developed 
a pamphlet. We 
provide these for 
AEAs (and others).

Each AEA is 
responsible for 
promoting the process.



SEA asked Iowa 
PTIC to develop 

and design 
material for 

dissemination.

SEA provides 
templates for 

process (optional 
to use.



SEA asks others to help promote. 
This is example from PTI publication. 



This is 
about 

preappeal

However,
tells about
RF process



Who can use Resolution Facilitator?Who can use Resolution Facilitator?

Parents and Parents and 
educatorseducators

Educators Educators 
Others with LEA Others with LEA 

or AEAor AEA



When use Resolution When use Resolution 
Facilitators?Facilitators?

Two or more Two or more 
parties are parties are 
having having 
differencesdifferences
Before Before 
differences differences 
escalateescalate



What type of issue?
Special 
education

Section 504

General 
education

Other



What kind of training have Resolution 
Facilitators had?

Minimum:
Four days of
introductory
mediation
training



Who are Resolution Who are Resolution 
Facilitators?Facilitators?

AEA AEA 
Another AEAAnother AEA
LEALEA
Parent CoordinatorsParent Coordinators
Other agenciesOther agencies
SecretariesSecretaries
OtherOther



Exchange program



Cost?Cost?
Agency using the serviceAgency using the service
Mileage, meals, motelMileage, meals, motel

Wages are 
never factored 
into equation.



Description in all:

Goal for Resolution Facilitator 
Process:



Impasse Defined

Pg. 32



Impasse Defined

Impasse is reached 
when dialogue and 
negotiation come to a 
halt.

Pg. 32



Impasse = no effective 
communication

Pg. 32



Parties often resort to their 
adversarial positions.

Pg. 32



The mediator’s job is to help 
persons at impasse return to 
effective communication and 
negotiation

Pg. 32



Impasse might result from 
material (tangible) issues

Pg. 32



Impasse might result from 
issues involving interpersonal 
dynamics

Pg. 32



Impasse might result from 
issues involving threats to 
one’s identity

Pg. 32



So, what’s the mediator to do if he 
can’t slip out the back Jack or get on 
the bus Gus, and..?

Pg. 32



Again, the mediator strives to open 
the door to further communication

Pg. 32



There are at least 50 Ways to Leave 
Your Impasse …
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